


ARRIGO 
PROGRAMME 
Therapy, life coaching, yoga, massage and acupuncture 

make up the unique Arrigo Programme, devised by Fiona 

Arrigo to ‘build the relationship with self’. In Somerset in the 

UK, highly experienced teachers provide a variety of styles 

in one-to-one yoga sessions alongside pranayama and 

meditation. In Southern Spain morning classes incorporate 

native American movements and meridian stretches, with 

Hatha yoga in the evening. Personalised yoga therapy 

is also available and individual requests can usually be 

accommodated. thearrigoprogramme.com

ANANDA 
SPA 
Exquisitely located in the tranquil Himalayan 

foothills of India, close to the mythological 

city of Rishikesh and the fabled River Ganges, 

Ananda is a magical retreat that includes two 

royal palaces. Its yoga retreats combine Indian 

spirituality with 21st century luxury so that 

guests can experience international wellness 

treatments alongside traditional yoga from 

world-renowned masters. Guests can enjoy 

tailor made yoga programmes, ancient yogic 

cleansing practices and newly introduced 

yoga detox packages. anandaspa.com

THE 

BEST YOGA 
RETREATS 

IN THE WORLD
Jane Egginton handpicks the most desirable 
yoga retreats around the world, each one of 

them offering something unique.
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PUEMA HUE 
Puema Hue in North Patagonia, Argentina means ‘Place of Dreams’ 

in the native Mapuche language and the eco-resort and mountain 

lodge really is a little piece of heaven. In an extraordinary setting 

within a national park with two miles of lakeshore, dramatic 

mountains, clear waterfalls and scenic forests, Peuma Hue offers an 

incredible, holistic experience. Choose from regular yoga classes 

or dedicated yoga and nature retreats inspired by the seasons and 

ski and yoga weeks. peuma-hue.com

PARK 
SCHLOESSCHEN
Yoga has always been an essential element of the 20-yearold Ayurveda 

hotel Park Schloesschen in Germany, with a dedicated six-day Yoga 

and Ayurveda Programme launched in 2013. This involves a unique 

process in which doctors and yoga teachers provide a personalised 

yoga practice for each guest. Enjoy advanced dynamic Hatha yoga 

every morning and a more restorative practice in the evening. Back and 

Laughter yoga takes place weekly and there are private yoga lessons in 

yoga as well as pranayama and meditation. parkschloesschen.de
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